SUMMARY
Students will practice writing skills in a fun and creative manner. They will create their own comic strip using the templates provided in this lesson plan.

OBJECTIVES
Students will write and edit text for conversation and storytelling.
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LESSON PLAN

Introduction  Find some comic books, or comic strips from newspapers, or print them from online sources (www.comics.com and others), and bring them into the classroom. You can distribute them to pairs or leave them on a table and allow the students to pick and choose what they want to see or read. This should be a fairly free form activity where the students just enjoy looking at the pictures and words.

Explanation  Explain to the students that they will be designing their own comic strips. Show them the templates that they will use. If you have time, you should complete the templates and show the difference between the blank templates and the ones you have completed.

Instructions for creating the comic strips

OPTIONAL: The template where the speech bubbles are already filled in can be used as an introductory task. The children should draw pictures to match the text. In groups or pairs, the students can present the results to the classroom.

ONE: Explain how a comic strip works. Explain how it is read: boxes left to right in rows, the difference between speech, thought, and exclamation bubbles, etc.

TWO: Create the storyline. Pair/group or single work can all be used. Give each student/group a template and explain that they have to create a story to fit the images and speech bubbles.
THREE: Using one of the comic strip templates provided, elicit ideas for a story and put the results on the board. Use fewer words than in the sample board plan below – keep to the main points and use verbal communication as much as possible.

**Board Plan**

**Title: Alien Invader**

1. A scientist experimenting with alien eggs is attacked by a hatchling!
2. A galactic policeman is called to help.
3. Three-eyed alien asks them not to hurt the baby hatchling.
4. An exterminator shows up and wants to do his job.
5. Three-eyed alien begs for mercy.
6. The scientist realizes that the hatchling just thinks he is “mommy”!
7. The real mother shows up and takes the hatchling away.

---

FOUR: Create the speech that tells the story. Use speech and thought bubbles on the board.

FIVE: Stress that they have to come up with another original story. You may want to use the other template as the example so that the students have a fresh template to come up with their own ideas.

**Production** The rest of the lesson should be open-ended. Each group has to make a story, edit it, show it to you, and then write it in the template.

**MATERIALS:** Comic strips or comic books. Comic strip templates (provided in this lesson plan), pencils, and erasers.

**Presentation** The students can present the comic strips to the rest of the class before they are displayed in the school or published in the school newsletter.

**BE CREATIVE YOURSELF!** This lesson plan is very open to modifications. Don’t be afraid to change it to meet the needs of your students.
FAR FAR AWAY...

I WONDER IF I'LL EVER TRAVEL....

WHAT'S THAT?!

BOOM!

IT WAS A STRANGE SPACECRAFT LANDING IN THE PARK... TWO ALIENS EMERGED...

DO YOU WANT TO TRAVEL WITH US?

SURE!!!

OFF THEY GO!